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KRONOS X3

Steps Tracker
Every Step counts for a
fitter future!

Health Miting
Lead towards a healthy heart slowly and steadily!

Slp Tracker
Track your sleep cycle for an improved

sleep pattern.

Calie Tracker
Burn and sweat out calories,

however you want it!

Spo2 Mit
Measure oxygen levels at varying altitudes!

SPO2

Smart
Fitness
Wristband

Model   :  Kronos X3
Product Code :  POR 1463(Black), POR 1464(Blue), POR 1465(Red) 
Bluetooth  :  4.0
Screen Size  :  0.96 inch
Battery Type :  Lithium Polymer Battery
Battery Capacity :  90mAh
Water Resistant :  IP67(Water Resistant Standard)

Track Your Every Step And Every Burnt Calorie: 
This smartwatch lets you track your steps throughout the day and also 
the calories that you burn through the day. This way you can actively keep 
a track of your fitness goals and elevate them accordingly.

Blood Pressure and Heart Rate Measuring Index: 
Tap into your health stats with the Blood Pressure measuring and Heart 
Rate measuring features at real-time. The stats are medically accurate 
and let you keep a closer tab on your vital stats, literally anytime, 
anywhere.

SPO2 Monitoring On Differing Altitudes:
If you are planning a hike in the near future do also keep the Kronos X3 by 
your side. It lets you have medically accurate measuring stats on the 
rising and depleting SPO2 levels.What’s more is that you can always use 
the stats for rationing your breathing resources.

Track Your Sleep Hours:
Varying degrees of sleep hours results in a not so sound holistic pattern of 
living but also hampers your overall health. This is why keeping a tab and 
forming a fixed sleep routine is just as necessary as other medical stats. 
Promote sound sleep each day every day!

Message and Call Reminder:
No need to worry about looking at your phone’s screen indefinitely! This 
smart watch gives you the freedom to stay in touch with your basic 
functionalities by just a tap. The reminders ensure that you know when 
and where the call and message notifications land up your way!

Find Your Phone:
If you are in a situation, where you have by chance let go of your 
smartphone, you can always rely on this smartwatch that helps you find 
it! It buzzes when in the close proximity of your smartphone and also 
ensures its safebeing!

1 YEAR
WARRANTY


